
2 Main features of the Cartridge and
ROM layout

2.1 Encryption

If I read what some people write about developing on the lynx, it seems there are some mis-
understandings about the encryption.
So, what is encrypted and why?
Encrypted are only the first few hundred bytes of every cartridge. This is the loader which
shows the title picture and loads the main game (or menu) code. It also contains the check-
summing code. And now comes the why: If you change some bytes in the ROM content,
the game will not run anymore. And that is the main reason, you cannot modify ROMs or
develop new ROMS without having the encryption code! Only companies with an official
license could develop games for the lynx.
This means, it is not a copy protection! If you want to read out the ROM and burn it to an
EEPROM, it will work flawlessly as long as the ROM content is not modified. And reading
out the ROM is quiet easy.
Summing up: The encryption was never meant to stop pirating ROMs, but just to prevent
people from developing games without license.

2.1.1 Small annotation:

The further content of the ROM, including layout directory entries, is up to the user. That
most developers are using the same scheme does not mean anyone is using it. Also, some
games have their data and even code packed (Lemmings, Lynx Reloaded, Alpine Games,
CGE Slideshow) to fit into the ROM.

2.1.2 How is the encryption done?

In most games, the first 410 or 512bytes of the ROM are encrypted. What is encrypted inside
the ROM is only the loader which starts the game. This is the reason for ROM dumps without
a correct loader as the developers had system which do not need a loader.

2.1.2.1 Technical details

The encryption is done block wise. 50bytes are encrypted into 51bytes. An additional byte
is added to tell how many of these chunks are there. Most ROMs contain two loader stages,
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2 Main features of the Cartridge and ROM layout

the first one is 3 blocks (3*51+1=154 bytes) which are decrypted to 150bytes at location $200
in the lynx RAM. This code is then loading the next part of 5 chunks to $300 (5*51+1=256
bytes resulting in 250 bytes). Note: $300 is set in the first loader part and might be different.
Together the are 410 bytes long. At this position the directory structure is starting, which is
not encrypted.

2.1.2.2 More details

The encryption uses an RSA algorithm with private and public key of 50 bytes (400bits!),
which is a quiet strong protection against guessing the key.

2.1.3 How can you develop homebrew games then?

Easy. The encryption has been hacked quiet some while ago in the 90ties by B.S. and L.B.
(see 11 on page 27). Since then it was possible to develop homebrew games with the so called
BLL kit.
A few years ago the original Amiga tools went public. since then it was possible to encrypt any
ROM image with the original loader code on the Amiga (or -emulator). Last year, the source
code for encryption and decryption of the loader was re-engineered and is now available for
public. Somebody announced it as „now the lynx has been hacked“, but actually, that has been
done long before...

2.1.3.1 How the BLL hack works:

The EPYX developers used a malfunctioning checksumming code inside their loader (the
one used in gauntlet). The loader is designed for 512 bytes/block ROMs and therefore only
checks 512 bytes per block. Using now 1024 bytes per block ROM allowes for unsummed
part of data in ROM. That means it was possible to modify part of the ROM content while still
having a valid ROM (statementof B.S. in some interview(?). My comment: this is not true for
the version which is most used, maybe this referes to the very first version). The BLL guys
now hijacked the gauntlet loader in a way that it could run any code. The directory structure
was modified and moved to a different location. The checksumming was disabled. The so
called lynxer program is creating the directory structure and adding the modified gauntlet
code. Again, the lynxer is just adding a unmodified encrypted loader without knowing the
encryption! But, nevertheless, this code is working. There different generations of this loader,
you will find them in nearly all homebrew games like T-Tris, SIMIS, Lynx Reloaded, CGE
Slideshow, Alpine Games, Sokomania, Pokermania, ...
This is only working, because in the old loader versions (“gauntlet” and “gates of zendocon”)
did not include the title picture load adress inside the encrypted loader. In principle, this should
also work for 512 and 2048 blocksize, but it seems only 1024 was used.
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2 Main features of the Cartridge and ROM layout

Figure 2.1: How the Troyan Horse is working in BLL and Othello. You can see that at the first
bytes of the second block (Offset 1024 because its a 1024 blocksize image) a title
picture entry with a strange load adress is sitting. It will overwrite the epyx loader
and checksumming code.

2.1.4 Checksumming

The EPYX loaders and some of the BLL loader codes contain checksumming code. Why?
Not only that this prevents modification of the ROM (for commercial games), but it also shows
you if the EPROM has been correctly written (homebrew). In case of the BLL on error the
screen filles with horizotal green lines to inform you that the eeprom has an error. If you use
the hacked loaders, you miss this feature! Note: The Epyx checksum is checking the full
256 blocks, that means if one want to use a smaller ROM one has to use smaller blocks or
disable the checksumming. The BLL checksumming code works differently. I haven used it
successfully yet. Some ROMs use their own checksumming, like Othello which is using the
same loader code as Gates of Zendocon.

2.2 The ROM layout

The ROM contains, as mentioned above, data in the following structure
1. Encrypted loader (or the BLL hacked one); Size may vary. Default: 410 bytes; BLL:

896; others (512) might be possible in both cases.
2. Directory, starting with the entries for the title picture and the main code. Size is not

limited.
3. The files (data).
4. Fill bytes: 0, $FF or random ;-)

The size of the ROM is determined by the Block Size and the Number Of Blocks. By default,
the block size is 1024 bytes for most games. The maximum size is then 256kb for the ROM.
But, there are games which are smaller than that. Either they use 512bytes or they only use the
first 128 blocks. Games with 512kb use either a blocksize of 2048 bytes (Pit Fighter, EOTB,
...) or do some tricks to switch banks (Alpine Games!).

2.2.1 Bank switching

It is not really bank switching was is done here in the usual understanding. What is done is
that in addition to the standard pins on the ROM port the AUDIN (yes, in!) pin is used to
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2 Main features of the Cartridge and ROM layout

switch between two ROM chips. This has some implications on hwo you set up the ROM
content, for example you need two loaders as the state of the AUDIN pins is not defined on
startup (well it is differnt between Lynx 1 and Lynx 2). For this reason it is difficult to directly
connect the pin to a ROM chips as adress pin.

2.3 The directory structure

The directory structure is nearly the same in all ROMs. Do not mistake that for a directory
as you know it from your hard drive. It is just a table where you can find the position of a
file by an index to an entry. Each file entry contains information on file type and size, address
where to load the file, block number in the ROM and offset inside this block and has a size of
8 bytes. How this information is stored differs a bit between the original EPYX code and the
BLL code. The start position depends on the loader which is used, for EPYX I know 410 and
512 (corresponds to a 3/5 and 5/5 chunks for stage1/2 loader). For BLL code I know 512 and
896. Others might be possible, depending on the loader code.
Remark: The BLL code needs a few special bytes at the location of file entry 16 (started
counting at 0 and 896 bytes). This cannot be avoided due to the troyan horse code. On ROM
creation the lynxer takes care about that. But one has to take care later on, that the file numbers
in the code are correct or by skipping this entry on loading. Both is realized in different version
of the available source code (file.inc or the corresponding C code)! For BLL and 512 bytes
starting address of directory the Trojan Horse is at XXX.
• EPYX Layout:

0: Block Number (also called Page)
1/2: Block Offset Low/High
3: Flag (unused?)
4/5: Load Address Low/High (also called Destination)
6/7: File Size Low/High

• BLL Layout:
0: Block Number (also called Page)
1/2: Block Offset Low/High XOR $FFFF
3: Flag (in BLL: executable, packed exec, ...)
4/5: Load Address Low/High (also called Destination)
6/7: File Size Low/High XOR $FFFF

To point out the main difference: The Block offset and File length is XORed with FFFF. The
reason for that is code optimization (shorter and faster).

2.4 Files

The files start after the directory. But, in the BLL case not before the Troyan Horse entry.
The files are just stored, with the exception that for code files the header is skipped. Note: the
lynxer by default is adding these 10bytes to the ROM, too (which is a waste of space ;-)), but
with this you can immediatly see how the ROM was created.
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2 Main features of the Cartridge and ROM layout

Figure 2.2: Examples for ROM layout and directory structure. Left: Lynx Diagnostic Cart;
256kb, 1kb blocks, EPYX loader. The files follow gapless behind each other. The
gap before the first file is the size of the directory structure. Right: Ishido; 128kb
with 512bytes per block. The gaps between the files come from the fact, that the
files always start at zero offset inside the block.

Figure 2.3: Examples for ROM layout and directory structure. Left: Gauntlet; 128kb and
512bytes per block; EPYX loader with 5/5 blocks in stage1/stage2; dir starting at
byte 512. The file #12 is missing. Yes, this is the game which was used to hack the
lynx because of its screwed up checksum routine. Right: Pit Fighter; 512kb with
2kb block size.

Figure 2.4: Examples for ROM layout and directory structure. Left: T-tris; 256kb, 1kb blocks,
old style BLL loader. The 10 byte gaps come from the lynxer, which is including
file headers for the executables into the ROM. Right: SIMIS; New style BLL
loader; 256kb with 1kb per block. The negative gaps between the files come from
the fact that the files are packed, but the size given in the directory gives the size
of the unpacked files! You can also see the BLL troyan detected as file 16.
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2 Main features of the Cartridge and ROM layout

Figure 2.5: Examples for ROM layout and directory structure. Left: Yastuna; 256kb, 1kb
blocks, BLL loader. The files follow with gap in between because they all start
at offset zero. But, as the headers of the executeables have been written to ROM,
too, the files start only at offset 10. Right: Zaku; 512kb with 2kb blocks. The
gaps between the files show the fact, that BLL style lynxer has been used which
included the file header. On the other hand you notice, that the loader type is not
BLL, as the offset and the first two files follow the EPYX scheme. Hand made,
very nice.

Figure 2.6: Examples for ROM layout and directory structure. Left and Right: MegaPak;
256kb, 1kb blocks, EPYX loader. Megapak is using a different scheme. There the
first two entries are first presend in EPXY style, and then in BLL style. Funny
enough the order is inverted. Compare Left and Right picture.
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2 Main features of the Cartridge and ROM layout

Sometimes the files do not follow directly after each other, but start always at block offset
zero. The reason for that is a faster access (normally, the offset has to be overread because of
the serial access to ROM) and therefore easier reading code.
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3 Startup Sequence

It might be important to recall teh startup sequence after powering on the lynx. The lynx will
only power up if a cartridge is inserted or the corresponding detection pins on the cartridge
have been short-wired.
On power-up the CPU will jump to the bootrom stored at location $FE00. This will load and
encrypt the first loader stage to $200. If there is no valid encrypted block, the “insert game”
message will appear on screen. If not, the CPU will then jump to $200. Now everthing is up
to the user. This loader stage, unless hacked somehow) will now

1. black the color palette
2. load the second loader stage (normally $300)
3. jump to stage 2 code ... now these two codes will work together to
4. will load and show the title picture (often to $2400, but not always). Set the screen

adress to $0400.
5. overwrite $2400 for checksum table(?) and checksum the cartridge
6. and on success, will load and execute the main user code

As far as I know even before the checksumming of the cartridge is performed after the title
picture is shown... but the exact order might be different on different loaders. And... its not
clear if the whole cartridge is checksummed or only the first block(s). To lazy to check the
gauntlet loader code...
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4 Loader stages source codes

The following table shows my knowledge about the different loader types and who uses them:

Type, Name of Cartridge Block Size Stage1 Size Stage2 Size
EPYX, long type, „Gauntlet“ 512 type1 5 type1 5
Gates of Zendocon 512 type2 5 type2 5
EPYX, short type 512 type3 3 type3_512 5
Todd’s Adventure in Slime World 512 type3b 3 type3_512 5
BLL kind 1024 type1 5 type1 5
Othello 1024 type2 5 type2 5
EPYX 1024 type3 3 type3_1024 5
MegaPak 1024 type4 3 type4_1024 5
EPYX 2048 type3 3 type3_2048 5
Zaku 2048 type4 3 type4_2048 5
? 512-2048 type5 3 type5 512-2048 5

Remarks:
• Type 1 loader which is used in Gauntlet (and other products) is the base for the BLL

hack. To my knowledge the trick is to use a 512bpb loader in a 1024bpb cartridge
to avoid the correct checksumming. All BLL based games use this loader which is
included in the lynxer. The BLLl loading code contains therefore an exact copy of the
gauntlet encrypted loader stages. Size: 5 encrypted blocks.

• Type 2 is only used by Gates of Zendocon and Othello. My guess is that Othello is using
the same trick as the BLL uses for the Gauntlet loader to avoid the checksumming. The
encrypted loader is binary identical, which supports this theory. Needs to be verified.
Size: 5 encrypted blocks.

• Type 3 is used in most of the commercial games for 512, 1024 and 2048 blocksize.
In Todd’s Adventure there is a very small modification of the loader stage 1. Size: 3
encrypted blocks.

• Type 4 is the newest one, its a hacked (well broken) version of the type3 and until now
only used in Zaku and MegaPak. Here the directory entries are no longer read from
within the decrpted loader, but directly from cartridge. Size: 3 encrypted blocks.

• Type 5, see remark below.
• Normally, even if the same loader is used, its not binary identical, as the adress of the

title picture, the first two directory entries and a checksum is put in there at assemble
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4 Loader stages source codes

time (Note: this differs bewtween different loaders!). Thats why after encryption all
stages look different. For stage 2 loaders there exist some more types, because it seem
to depend on the blocksize of the cartridge (checksumming!).

• The loader stage2 can also be categorized into the same families, plus the changes for
the different blocksizes. Type 4 is a slightly modified version of type 3, I guess that
checksumming is somehow disabled and a few adresses have slightly changed. The
differences between 1024 and 2048 blocksize version are minor, only 3 byte values are
different. The differences to the 512 byte version are larger, a few codelines and loops
have changed here.

The BLL hack uses a 5/5 blocks stage1/stage2 system, where both stages are completly (bi-
nary) identical to the one from Gauntlet. In that way, the encryption mechanism was not
needed.
My guess to Type 4: As long as you keep the title picture at $2400, it might be possible to just
copy the first 410 bytes of the ROM to get a runable ROM (stage2 depending on blocksize).
No cart with more than two stage is known to me. But there are ROM dumps where the 512
blocks are doubled to fit a 1024kb EEPROM, the decrypt program will here find 4 stages,
where 1/2 and 3//4 are identical.

Remark: I have modified the stage 1 type 4 such that it will load the titlepic to any adress
defined by the directory content (type 5) instead of the fixed one ($2400). This works together
with the hacked stage 2 from zaku (2048) and megapak (1024) and another modfied stage
2 loader for 512 bytes per block. Together they are now used in the lynxdir program to fill
ROMs.

Remark: With a small programs it is possible to remove/overwrite the checksumming
loader by a hacked loader for all ROMs, a bit of work is needed for the 5/5 block loaders
(copying of directory entries, evtl modifying them), but in principle it is working. Funny
thing: Afterwards one can add a 3/5 loader with encryption back to the Image (tested with
Gauntlet). Even BLL ROMs can be reencrypted.

4.1 Code: Stage 1 Epyx, Type 3, 3 blocks

The include files which are missing here have to be created from the ROM images file direc-
tory. They contain position of the first two files and checksum. See my example scripts on
how to do that automatically.

i n c l u d e " rom d i r . i "
IODAT equ $FD8B
CPUSLEEP equ $FD91
DISPADRH equ $FD95
GREEN0 equ $FDA0
SERCTL equ $FD8C

L0300 s e t $0300
L0349 s e t $0349
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4 Loader stages source codes

RUN $0200

L0200 :
L0201 s e t L0200+1

BRA L0202 ; ∗+2 ; m i s s i n g l a b e l L0201 !
L0202 :

JSR L024F ;
STZ $05 ;
INC $06 ;
LDA #$08 ;
STA IODAT ; $fd8b
JMP $ f e 4 a ;
LDY #$06 ;
JSR L0300 ;
LDX #$0b ;

L0218 :
LDA L026D ,X ;
LDY L0276 ,X ;
STA $fc00 ,Y ;
DEX ;
BNE L0218 ; ∗−10
STZ CPUSLEEP ; $fd91
LDA #$04 ;
STA DISPADRH ; $fd95
LDY # $1f ;

L022E :
LDA FILE0ADDRESS ,Y ;
STA GREEN0,Y ; $fda0 ,Y
DEY ;
BPL L022E ; ∗−7

L0237 :
TXA ;
STA $2400 ,X ;
INX ;
BNE L0237 ; ∗−5
JMP L0349 ;

L0241 :

f i l e 0 1 d i r
dc . b FILE0PAGE
dc .w FILE0OFFSET , FILE0ADDRESS , FILE0SIZE

dc . b FILE1PAGE
dc .w FILE1OFFSET , FILE1ADDRESS , FILE1SIZE

L024F :
LDX # $1f ;

L0251 :
STZ GREEN0,X ; $fda0 ,X
DEX ;
BPL L0251 ; ∗−4
LDA #$04 ;
STA SERCTL ; $fd8c
LDA # $0f ;
STA L0201 ;
RTS ;
LDX #$07 ;

L0264 :
LDA L0241 ,Y ;
STA $35 ,X ;
DEY ;
DEX ;
BNE L0264 ; ∗−7

L026D :
RTS ;
ORA ( $20 ,X) ;
TSB $00 ;
ORA ( $00 ,X) ;
dc . b $00 ; OP b u t da t a , BRK

dc . b >(FILE0ADDRESS+32)

L0276 :
dc . b <(FILE0ADDRESS+32)

dc . b $91 ; OP b u t d a t a
dc . b $92 ; OP b u t d a t a
dc . b $09 ; OP b u t d a t a
dc . b $08 ; OP b u t d a t a
dc . b $90 ; OP b u t d a t a
dc . b $04 ; OP b u t d a t a
dc . b $06 ; OP b u t d a t a
dc . b $11 ; OP b u t d a t a
dc . b $10 ; OP b u t d a t a
dc . b $28 ; OP b u t d a t a
dc . b $2a ; OP b u t d a t a
dc . b $47 ; OP b u t d a t a
dc . b $39 ; OP b u t d a t a
dc . b $00 ; OP b u t da t a , BRK
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L0285 :
; ; hash 16 b y t e s

i n c l u d e " c h e c k s t r i n g . s r c "

; ; endhash

; ; ; now f i l l up wi th z e r o s . . .
dc . b 0
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5 Title Picture

Most Cartridge Loaders (EPYX and BLL) will display a title picture on startup. It is the first
file in the cartridge directory. This picture is a data file with the following format:
32 b y t e s c o l o r p a l e t t e ( l i k e i n ha rdware o r d e r )
nn b y t e s s p r i t e c o n t r o l b l o c k (SCB)
f o l l o w e d by s p r i t e d a t a

As the sprite control block contains a pointer to the sprite data, you have to know the adress
where this will be loaded to. It is set in the Loader (stage1). For BLL its $2400. Lower
adresses are not possible, as the screen memory is located between $0400 and $2400. The
upper limit is the begin of the hardware adress area. Depending on the loader this might be
up to the user, but the EPYX code uses a fixed adress! Anyway, to be on the save side, use
this adress. Note: you should use an adress space which does not overlap with you main code
or you might see garbage on screen for a small moment. If you use an encrypted loader and
encrypt it yourself, you can set the adress as you want. Same applies for the modified hacked
loader I did.
The data can be produced in the following way. Starting with a picture (logo.bmp) you run
sprpck to create a lynx sprite out of it (logo.spr). you then edit a assembler source code
(insert.asm), which includes the color table (not shown) and sprite data (ibytes “logo.spr”).
This can be assembled by lyxass -d insert.asm. Do not forget the “-d” parameter, which
prevents the assembler from writing an executeable header. Correction: If you do not use the
“standard” BLL loader but the epxy one, you can use a different adress und KEEP the header,
then lynxer/lynxdir can set the correct loading adress in the directory and in the next step the
encryption can work on it correctly. Note: Depending on the lynxer or lynxdir version you
use, the header is skipped later on, but dont rely on it. Finally, put the created insert.o into
the folder where you create the rom image and eventually add it to your “.mak” file which is
parsed by lynxer/lynxdir and controls the creation of the ROM image.
; a s s e m b l e wi th : l y x a s s −d i n s e r t . asm

RUN $2400

; P a l e t t e ( a lways a l l 16 c o l o r s =32 b y t e s i n ha rdware o r d e r )
p a l :

dc . b $00 , $00 , $02 , $00 , $00 , $05 , $05 , $06 , $02 , $05 , $07 , $08 , $0A , $04 , $0B , $0F
dc . b $00 , $04 , $32 , $08 , $0D , $0B , $84 , $65 , $89 , $0E , $4C , $B7 , $BA , $EF , $BB , $FF

; S p r i t e c o n t r o l b lock , f i t t o your needs and t o your lo go
dc . b $c1 , $10 , $00 ; f o r m a t o f t h e s p r i t e ( packed / l i t e r a l , c o l o r d e p t h )
dc .w 0 , mylogo ; p o i n t e r t o n e x t s p r i t e , p o i n t e r t o d a t a
dc .w 0 ,0 ; x , y p o s i t i o n o f s p r i t e
dc .w $100 , $100 ; s c a l i n g o f t h e s p r i t e i n 8 b i t f i x
dc . b $01 , $23 , $45 , $67 , $89 , $ab , $cd , $ e f ; lookup t a b l e f o r c o l o r s

; and s p r i t e d a t a g e n e r a t e d by s p r p c k
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5 Title Picture

mylogo : : i b y t e s " logo . s p r "

END

Remark: You can have several sprites chained together (if you like).
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6 ROMs, Rom Layout, Banks and
EEPROMs

The Lynx has two strobes plus one axilary IN/OUT pin (AUDIN is short for Auxiliary Digital
InOut instead of having anything to do with audio). All but one (EOTB) cartridges only use
strobe 0.
There are two banks supported by the Lynx. A READ on bank 0 will use strobe 0. A WRITE
on bank 0 will use strobe 0. A READ on bank 1 will use strobe 1. A WRITE on bank 1 will
use strobe 1. So, what do we learn: It doesnt matter if you write to a ROM as long as the
strobe is not connected to its write pin. Which means, if you want to have a read and write
cartridge you use read bank 0 and write bank 1 and connect strobe 0 to read enable and strobe
1 to write enable. That is actually used for the BLL RAM cart and karris Flashcard.
Using a second bank: Actually that would requiere a second ROM chip, thus it was never
used. But there are other ways.
Use AUDIN as additional adress line: Used by BLL cartridges (FS3, Alpine Games). The
AUDIN is connected to one adress line. Instead of 256 blocks you have 2*256 blocks, de-
pending on how you use the additional pin. Remarks: The status of the AUDIN is different on
Lynx 1 and 2, thus the loader is on both blocks 0, with AUDIN low and high.
...
Using a ROM plus a RAM (or RAM type EPROM) like EOTB: The ROM is bank 0/strobe 0,
the RAM is connected to strobe 1. But, how does the RAM knows if its a read or write? This
is done in combination with the AUDIN pin. And even worse, the EEPROM is slower that the
write cycles, thus in addition, AUDIN used as acknowledge input! See the code below:

b l a h

Typical EPXY layout:
256 Blocks with Blocksizes 512-2048 bytes (128kb -512kb)
Typical BLL layout:
128 or 256 Blocks with Blocksizes 1024 (128 and 258kb)
Second Bank
Not Used
Write Access
Not Used
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